Universal Trust:
Supporting People, Supporting new paradigm Technology Providers, Connecting them Together...
The Universal Trust has a concept which is gaining attraction for technology providers and for
people. Simply put a key old paradigm problem has been that tech providers need money and want
to connect their technology to the people, the people need the technology but also lack the money to
enable this exchange to take place – a seemingly intractable problem – however, if we have people
and technology we have... economy. So, how to we make bridges for these energy gaps that work
for everyone?
Overview
The concept is simple. We connect providers of paradigm changing technologies with the people
who need them as directly as possible, particularly communities: eco communities, spiritual
communities, conscious communities, tribal and native communities. The results will be dramatic if
we cover the following bases, all at the same time and make an integrated model for not just
sustainability, but resilience and abundance (through over production in a secure environment):
• Food
• Water
• Waste
• Energy
• Health
• Building materials
We can do this now... and the concept is to create a fractal model, one that can connect ground up,
making our own currency, and a co-owned bank – and creating a ready made international market
for technology providers where money is much less of a limiting factor.
The steps:
1. The community gets together and creates its own currency.
2. Notes are printed and denominated (measured) in kilowatt hours – this makes us conscious
creators of our own currency, and makes the connection between currency and energy conscious.
3. The measurement of kilowatt hours makes the notes independent of central bank currency
printing – it means they are far more stable than linkage to (say) US Dollars in the longer term.
4. The notes are distributed among the community members who sign them – this validates them.
5. The notes are sent to an organisation co-owned (or where the benefit is divided equally) among
all the people in the community, such as a Trust.
6. The Trust adds a hologram, in the hologram is the unique number for each note and it also
contains healing frequencies.
7. The Trust is now in position to purchase technologies from the technology providers.
8. Each technology provider has a different agreement with the Trust for supplying their
technologies – some will be able to accept 100% payment in the currency, others will need a certain
percentage in (say) US dollars, to cover their costs of production, distribution etc... the aim is to
make a relationship mutually beneficial for both provider and community.
9. The community will get integrated technologies to enable it to go off grid – see below for a

simple plan as to how this can happen.
10. The community will aim for overproduction to make surpluses, these will be sold or traded – so
it gets more technology than it needs.
11. Surpluses from food, healthcare services, technologies, training courses, consulting etc can now
be sold by the community – and it becomes a centre where all these advanced technologies are
integrated in one place... this makes it very interesting to people from outside and for various
reasons (skills, training, technology viewing / sales, food purchase, eco cafe restaurant, etc.).
12. This brings in income from outside – which will be (say) Euro's.
13. The Euro's go to the Trust and are set aside for the technology providers.
14. This means the technology providers can send back their energy currency and the Trust can
convert their energy currency.
15. The Trust now credits the technology providers account by transferring (say) US dollars.
What else / what are the other benefits?
1. The community is in abundance and resilience... it has more than it needs and top quality.
2. The technology providers benefit by having their technologies put together in one place with
other leading technologies... making the community a very interesting place for anyone
interested in going off grid and in to abundance.
3. Anyone can join the concept – simply by setting up their own community Trust, or by
joining another Trust.
4. The technology providers benefit by direct connection to a market comprised of hundreds or
thousands of communities, all of whom become demo / marketing centres, sales outlets, and
potentially (depending on the complexity of the technologies) local manufacturers, license
sellers, or even co-developers of even better technologies.
5. This delivers a potentially huge diversified and international market on a plate to the
technology providers.
6. The technology providers can now also help each other go off grid – they are connected and
have a fair way of exchanging and supporting each other.
7. It means we are all far less hung up on currencies like US dollars.
8. We are detached from central banking – in fact we are co-owners of the bank (the Trusts).
9. Our holdings in energy backed currency are inflation proof.
10.And when free energy becomes ubiquitous, we can expect everything in the economy to
become free (everything in economy, and in the Universe is a function of energy).
11.Which means the value of the currency becomes zero at the same time as the value of
everything else becomes zero... forming a bridge between this paradigm and the paradigm of
the future (the gap, or collision point between the two has been connected, consciously).

Community Plan
A detailed step-by-step plan has been developed for this and is expected to roll out in Sweden next
summer – we need to wait until the straw is available to build a controlled growing environment.
The plan will need certain modifications for different geographical locations and for local cultural
needs, e.g. a controlled and heated building environment may not be desirable in tropical climates,
so this is meant to be an adaptable model.
It works as above, the next steps are as follows for the community in Sweden - bear in mind that the
model is a model, it can and should be adapted according to local geography, culture and other local
needs:
1. Build a straw bale barn to hold aquaponics (growing fish and using the waste water to feed and
water indoor fruit and vegetable growing).
2. The capacity of this barn will be at least 3x the needs of the community – this food surplus will
be sold outside the community to bring in one of the income streams for the local people.
3. The barn will be coated in a geopolymer made from a natural product, Magnesium Oxide rock.
This will make a super strong, light and long lasting environment which is EMF proof, radiation
proof and which forms an environment which (unlike concrete and gypsum) forms a crystal
material and which generates a positive energy field.
4. The barn will be filled with the aquaponic growing technology (conservatively producing 10x
more food for the land area than can be produced outside). Other technologies will be added,
structured and energised water, Brown's gas infused water, frequency stimulators for the plants and
fish which improve their immune systems and also make healthier produce which grows much more
rapidly, and powdered natural rock minerals.
5. Part of the barn will be heated, to create an indoor tropical food environment – a place where
fresh(!) daily produce can include avocados, chillis, even pomegranates... highest quality, high
value food, available every day of the year.
6. The barn will have other buildings connected to it: a shop to sell the surplus food, an eco cafe /
restaurant (adding more value to the food sold); healthcare / healing areas; a technology demo area;
workshops (for producing other products from the magnesium oxide such as baths, benches, tiles,
shower trays); an arts exhibition area; an office.
7. Super technologies will be brought together in one place covering health, water, energy, etc.
8. The community is supplied with all the immediate necessities of life and the best possible
quality.
9. The technology providers also have access to the full gamut of products for their own food,
health etc. - using exactly the same process. Anyone can join.
How to 'join'
State your wishes and intentions clearly please...
If you are a technology provider:
1. You simply need to agree this concept .
2. State the terms as to what percentage you can accept in the energy backed currency for your
products (if you need 50% in US dollars to cover your production costs let us know).
3. Let us know what other benefits you would like to mutualise with the communities:
- selling regional production licenses

- regional or national sales licenses
- selling, marketing and demonstrating your products
- co-development for future products
- local (community) co-manufacturing...
Note
To be realistic, not all communities will be able to be co-developers for example, but some may and
diversifying your market internationally, growing it exponentially, growing your manufacturing
base on an international basis, diversifying your manufacture and sales will save you the job of
making an international organisation yourself. Remember this is a model, it is designed to adapt
and to be adapted – your needs are important and if we make a mutual playing field we can work
together and make our own rules.
Where we are now...
I would like to formally present this to the global eco village network, tribes and others in moving
this model ahead – it has potential for great momentum in building a market for technology
providers and mutualising opportunities instead of making money a handicap.
We are now actively approaching selected providers of paradigm change technologies, once we
have all the categories of our list filled (food, water, waste, energy, health, building materials) we
will formally present this to tribes and the international board of the Global Eco Village Network.
Please let us know your response or any questions or concerns – your feedback is important and
will be used to develop our process and system.

